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Recommendation: Review the Preliminary Draft Ordinance Outline for Short-Term Vacation
Rentals and provide direction to staff.
The online hospitality marketplace, enabled through Airbnb, VRBO, HomeAway and similar
companies, has grown in popularity throughout California and the United States. Short-term
rentals provide a way for homeowners to generate additional income, but they can also
introduce a new use that can have negative impacts on residential neighborhoods and the
health and safety of occupants and owners.
While these companies enable an online transaction to rent rooms and homes between owners
and guests, they often do not require the owner to demonstrate compliance with local zoning
laws. Airbnb, for instance, discloses on their website that it is important for the owner to
understand the local laws and regulations in their own jurisdiction related to zoning, business
licenses, building codes, special permits, taxes, and other rules. However, Airbnb and other
similar companies do not facilitate or require compliance with local zoning laws and other
regulations.
Owners often enter into online agreements for short-term rentals without reviewing or
complying with local zoning laws and regulations. This can result in zoning violations,
unanticipated impacts to existing residential neighborhoods, health and safety risks to
occupants, and a loss of transient occupancy tax (TOT) revenue to the local jurisdiction.
According to a website that monitors these activities, unincorporated Butte County has 135
short-term rentals advertising on a variety of websites (October 2017). A simple review of just
one online business shows over 300+ rentals in the Butte County area (including incorporated
cities). Based upon County records, these short-term rentals do not have a permit to operate
under zoning regulations and existing regulations would not allow them.
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The County Zoning Ordinance does not currently allow the use of residences for short-term
rentals. Preliminarily, Development Services staff has developed the attached draft outline for
a new ordinance addressing short-term vacation rentals, including a permitting process,
performance standards, and enforcement procedures.
Under this preliminary draft outline, short-term vacation rentals would be subject to an
Administrative Permit in most residential zones. An Administrative Permit is required for uses
permitted as-of-right yet subject to specific Zoning Ordinance standards. The Administrative
Permit is a ministerial procedure to verify that a proposed use complies with all applicable
standards, and to ensure that the applicant understands and accepts those standards. The
performance standards would ensure that short-term vacation rentals operate in a safe and
responsible manner and without being incompatible with residential neighbors and the
surrounding community.
The preliminary draft attached to this report is an outline rather than a final product.
Development Services staff will build more substance into the draft in consultation with other
County departments and jurisdictions, prior to further public hearings. The future ordinance
will consider which residential zones are appropriate for short-term rentals, performance
standards concerning noise, property management, parking, septic system requirements,
general operations, and transient occupancy tax. The standards would also include a "threestrike" provision related to enforcement (similar to a measure included in the attached Sonoma
County ordinance).
Currently, the Very Low Density Country Residential (VLDCR) zone does not allow Bed and
Breakfasts and staff recommends not allowing short-term vacation rentals in this zone, which
is a similar use. Additionally, Section 24-172 of the Zoning Ordinance prohibits the use of
second units or accessory dwelling units for the use of short-term rentals and this prohibition
would not change under a future ordinance.

Attachments:
A. Butte County Preliminary Draft Ordinance Outline
B. Sonoma County Short-Term Vacation Rental Ordinance
C. Public Comment
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Preliminary Draft Outline
24‐172.2. Short‐Term Vacation Rentals Ordinance

A. Purpose. This section establishes a definition, permit process, rental term, site requirements, standards,
and permit revocation requirements for short‐term vacation rentals.
B. Definition. Vacation Rental: A single‐family dwelling that is rented to transient occupants for periods of
less than 30 consecutive days. The unit may also include a portion of a dwelling unit where facilities such
as bathrooms, kitchens and living areas are shared.
C. Permit Process. Vacation rentals are subject to an Administrative Permit and are allowed as specified under
the Use Regulation Tables for each zone.
D. Rental Term. The maximum rental period for each occupancy shall be not more than 30 consecutive days.
E. Site Requirements.
1. The owner of the parcel developed with the vacation unit shall reside in either part of the rented
vacation unit or a permitted second unit.
2. Vacation Rentals shall be permitted only on legally‐created parcels.
F. Standards. The following standard apply to all vacation rentals.
1. Building and Health Standards. Allowance of a vacation rental is subject to the following standards:
a. Meet the Uniform Building Code for the intended occupancy.
b. Vacation Rentals shall have adequate sewage disposal facilities and potable water facilities, as
determined by the Butte County Environmental Health Division.
c. An inspection of the vacation rental shall be required by the Building Division and Environmental
Health Division to determine if the facility complies with the standards set forth in this section.
Environmental Health Division requirements will require pumping of the septic tank, and may
require assessment of the septic system by a Certified Designer to include whether the drain field
design and sizing is adequate for the intended use. Proof of compliance is required prior to
authorization for use of the dwelling as a vacation rental. Cost of inspections shall be off‐set by
payment of applicable application fees.
2. Occupancy. The maximum occupancy is limited to the number and size of sleeping rooms available.
Each sleeping room shall have not less than 70 square feet of floor area for the first two occupants.
The floor area requirement shall increase at a rate of 50 square feet for each occupant in excess of
two. In no instance shall the occupancy exceed 10 persons.
3. Accessory Uses. Pools, spas, and saunas, if provided, are considered to be public facilities and shall
be subject to Environmental Health and Building Division review for compliance with State and local
regulations.
4. Parking. One off‐street parking space shall be provided for each guest room.
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5. Noise Standards. Noise standards shall be regulated pursuant to Butte County Code Chapter 41A.
Noise Control, Section 41A‐7 Exterior Noise Standards and Section 41A‐8 Interior Noise Standards.
The County may conduct field testing to verify noise levels, or the County may require the operator
to hire an acoustical consultant to conduct field testing. If the operator is required to verify noise
levels, a test report showing compliance shall be provided by the operator and submitted to the
Director of Development Services at the operator’s expense. For the purpose of evaluating
conformance with the standards of this section, noise levels shall be measured in accordance with
Butte County Code Chapter 41A. Noise Control.
G. Permit Revocation or Modification.
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Sec. 26-88-120. - Vacation rentals.
(a) Purpose. This section provides requirements and standards for the operation of vacation rentals. These standards are
intended to ensure that vacation rentals are compatible with and do not adversely impact surrounding residential and
agricultural uses.
(b)

Applicability. The provisions of the section shall apply to all vacation rentals except where there is a primary owner in
residence. This section does not apply to legally established hosted rentals or bed and breakfast inns, which are
regulated by Section 26-88-118. As used in this section, "primary owner" does not include residences or condominiums
owned as a timeshare, limited liability partnership or corporation, or fractional ownership of six (6) or more interests.
Vacation rentals shall not be permitted in non-habitable structures, nor on parcels where the AH Combining Zone or the
X Combining Zone have been placed. Vacation rentals shall also not be permitted within second dwelling units, nor in
structures or dwellings with county covenants or agreements restricting their use including but not limited to affordable
housing units, agricultural employee units, farmworker housing, farm family units, or on lands under a Williamson Act
contract. Tents, yurts, RVs, and other provisions intended for temporary occupancy are not allowed as a part of a
vacation rental.

(c)

Permits Required. Vacation rentals that meet the standards outlined in this section shall be allowed as provided by the
underlying zone, subject to issuance of a zoning permit. Vacation rentals that do not meet the standards in this section
may be permitted, subject to the granting of a use permit.

(d)

Term of Permit. Zoning permits shall run with the landowner and shall automatically expire upon sale or transfer of
the property. Use permits shall run with the land but may be issued for limited term, as specified by the decisionmaker. Both types of permits may be revoked for failure to comply with adopted standards, subject to the
administrative and revocation procedures of Article 92 unless otherwise specified by this section.

(e)

Permit Requirements.
1.

Maximum Number of Guestrooms. Vacation rentals may have a maximum of five (5) guestrooms or sleeping
rooms. Vacation rentals with more than five (5) guestrooms or sleeping rooms may only be allowed if adequate
sewage disposal capacity exists and neighborhood compatibility can be demonstrated, subject to the granting of a
use permit. For purposes of determining the appropriate level of permit required, the actual number of bedrooms
in the structure plus any additional rooms intended or used for sleeping shall be used.

2.

Maximum Overnight Occupancy. Maximum overnight occupancy for vacation rentals shall be up to a maximum
of two (2) persons per sleeping room or guestroom, plus two (2) additional persons per property, up to a maximum
of twelve (12) persons, excluding children under three (3) years of age. Vacation rentals with larger overnight
occupancies may only be allowed subject to the granting of a use permit. For homes on a conditional or nonstandard septic system, or those with capacity limited by a voluntary repair, the maximum overnight occupancy for
vacation rentals shall be equal to the design load of the septic system. The property owner shall ensure that all
contracts and online listings and advertisements clearly set forth the maximum number of overnight guests
permitted at the property.

3.

Maximum Number of Guests and Daytime Visitors. The maximum number of total guests and visitors allowed at
any time in a single vacation rental shall not exceed the maximum overnight occupancy plus six (6) additional
persons per property during the daytime, or eighteen (18) persons, whichever is less, excluding children under
three (3) years of age. Daytime visitors shall not be on the property during quiet hours. Vacation rentals with larger
numbers of guests and visitors may only be allowed subject to the granting of a use permit. Notwithstanding,
maximum guest limits may be exceeded on the following national holidays: Easter, Memorial Day, 4th of July, Labor
Day, Thanksgiving, Christmas Eve and Christmas, so long as the holiday event does not otherwise trigger the
requirement for a special or cultural events permit.

4.

Limit on Number of Residences or Structures per Parcel. Only a single family residence, and a legally
established guest house meeting current standards shall be used as a vacation rental. Only one (1) tenant shall be
allowed on-site at any given time: Only one (1) transient rental is allowed per parcel. Parcels containing multiple
residences or habitable structures may only be used as vacation rentals subject to the granting of a use permit,
except that two (2) residences or structures may be used when the total number of guestrooms does not exceed
five (5).

5.

Parking. Parking shall be provided as follows: a minimum of one (1) on-site parking space for a vacation rental with
up to two (2) guestrooms or sleeping rooms; two (2) on-site parking spaces for a three (3) or four (4) guestroom
vacation rental. Larger vacation rentals must demonstrate adequate parking with a minimum of three (3) spaces.
On-street parking may be considered for up to one (1) of the required parking spaces; otherwise, the number of
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vehicles allowed for overnight guests shall be limited to the off-street parking available, as demonstrated by the
application materials and the property checklist, but shall not exceed one (1) vehicle per bedroom. This maximum
number of vehicles permitted for guests shall be clearly set forth in all rental agreements and in all online
advertisements and listings.
(f)

Performance Standards.
1.

Noise Limits. All activities associated with the vacation rental shall meet the general plan noise standards
contained below. Quiet hours shall be from 10:00 p.m. to 7:00 a.m. The property owner shall ensure that the quiet
hours and limits on outdoor activities are included in rental agreements and in all online advertisements and
listings.

Hourly Noise Metric1,
dBA

Activity hours
7:00 a.m. to 10:00 p.m.

Quiet Hours
10:00 p.m. to 7:00 a.m.

L50 (30 minutes in any
hour)

50

45

L25 (15 minutes in any
hour)

55

50

L08 (5 minutes in any
hour)

60

55

L02 (1 minute in any
hour)

65

60

The sound level exceeded n% of the time in any hour. For example, the L50 is the value exceeded fifty percent (50%) of
the time or thirty (30) minutes in any hour; this is the median noise level. The L02 is the sound level exceeded one (1) minute
in any hour.
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If the ambient noise level exceeds the standards above, adjust the standard to equal the ambient level, up to a maximum of
five (5) dBA above the standard, provided that no measurable increase (i.e. one and one-half (1.5) dBA or more) shall be
allowed.
Reduce the applicable standards above by five (5) dBA for simple tone noises, noises consisting primarily of speech or
music, or for recurring impulsive noises, such as dog barking.
2.

Amplified Sound. Outdoor amplified sound shall not be allowed at any time associated with a vacation rental.

3.

Pets. Pets, if allowed by owner, shall be secured on the property at all times. Continual nuisance barking by
unattended pets is prohibited.

4.

Trash and Recycling Facilities. Recycling and refuse storage bins shall not be stored within public view unless in
compliance with neighborhood standards. Recycling and trash receptacles shall be returned to screened storage
areas within twenty-four (24) hours of trash pick-up.

5.

Outdoor Fire Areas. Outdoor fire areas, when not prohibited by state or local fire bans, may be allowed but shall
be limited to three (3) feet in diameter, shall be located on a non-combustible surface, shall be covered by a fire
screen, and shall be extinguished as soon as it is no longer in use or by 10:00 p.m., whichever is earlier. No fire or
fire area shall be located within twenty-five (25) feet of a structure or combustible material.

6.

Septic Systems and Sewer Connections. The owner shall maintain a properly functioning septic system or sewer
connection. In some cases, a per-room sewer fee may be applied.

7.

Transient Occupancy Tax. The vacation rental owner or authorized agent shall maintain a transient occupancy tax
certificate and remain current on all required reports and payments. Owner or authorized agent shall include the
certificate number on all contracts or rental agreements, and in any advertising or websites.

8.
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Certified Twenty-Four-Hour Property Manager. All vacation rentals operating within unincorporated Sonoma
County must have a certified property manager who is available twenty-four (24) hours per days, seven (7) days per
week during all times that the property is rented or used on a transient basis. Certified property managers may be
professional property managers, realtors, property owners, or other designated person provided that the individual
has successfully completed a training course and achieved a qualifying score on a county-administered certification
test. Certification shall be granted by the county and may be revoked by the county. Once certified, a property
manager must continue to comply with all provisions set forth in this section, including timely reporting of all
complains and their resolutions, in order to remain certified. Certified property managers must be located within a
thirty-mile radius of the vacation rental and must be available to respond to complaints at all times during the
rental period. Any requested change to the certified property manager for a vacation rental property shall be made
through submittal of a new vacation supplemental application or similar form provided by the department, and
shall include the signature of the certified property manager and the desired effective date of the change. In no
case may a vacation rental operate without a current certified property manager. Operation of a vacation rental
without a valid certified property manager shall be considered a violation of this section. The name and twentyfour-hour contact information of the certified property manager shall be provided to any interested party upon
request.
9.

Emergency Access. The owner of any vacation rental located behind a locked gate or within a gated community
shall provide gate code or a lockbox with keys ("Knox Box" or similar) for exclusive use by the sheriff and
emergency or fire services departments.

10.

Posting and Neighbor Notification of Permit and Standards. Once a vacation rental permit has been approved,
a copy of the permit listing all applicable standards and limits shall be posted within the vacation rental property.
The owner shall post these standards in a prominent place within six (6) feet of the front door of the vacation
rental, and include them as part of all rental agreements. At the permit holder's expense, the County shall provide
mailed notice of permit issuance to property owners and immediate neighbors of the vacation rental unit using the
standard three hundred feet (300') property owner mailing list. All advertising handouts, flyers, internet listings, or
any other information provided for vacation rentals shall conform to the approved occupancy limits and standards
as stated on the vacation rental permit. Advertising may only be conducted for properties operating under a valid
permit. Advertising for a particular property inconsistent with the approvals for that property shall be considered a
violation of these performance standards.

11.

Requirements for All Internet Advertisements and Listings. All online advertisements and/or listings for the
vacation rental property shall include the following:
a.

Maximum occupancy, not including children under three (3);

b.

Maximum number of vehicles;

c.

Notification that quiet hours must be observed between 10:00 p.m. and 7:00 a.m.;

d.

Notification that no outdoor amplified sound is allowed; and,

e.

The transient occupancy tax certificate number for that particular property.

(g) Enforcement Process.
1.

Initial complaints on vacation rentals shall be directed to the certified property manager identified in the zoning
permit or use permit, as applicable. The certified property manager shall be available twenty-four (24) hours during
all times when the property is rented, and shall be available by phone during these hours. Should a problem or
arise and be reported to the certified property manager, the certified property manager shall be responsible for
contacting the tenant to correct the problem within sixty (60) minutes, or within thirty (30) minutes if during quiet
hours, including visiting the site if necessary to ensure that the issue has been corrected. The certified property
manager shall complete the online reporting form to report any such complaints, and their resolution or attempted
resolution(s), to PRMD within twenty-four (24) hours of the occurrence. Failure to respond to complaints or report
them to PRMD shall be considered a violation of this section, and shall be cause for revocation of certification
status.
If the issue reoccurs, the complaint will be addressed by PRMD code enforcement section who may conduct an
investigation to determine whether there was a violation of a zoning or use permit condition. Sheriff reports, online
searches, citations or neighbor documentation consisting of photos, sound recordings and video may constitute
proof of a violation. If code enforcement verifies that a zoning or use permit condition violation has occurred, a
notice of violation may be issued and a penalty may be imposed in accordance with Chapter 1 of the Sonoma
County Code.
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At the discretion of the code enforcement officer or the director, the zoning permit or use permit may be scheduled
for a revocation hearing with the board of zoning adjustments. If the permit is revoked, a zoning or use permit for a
vacation rental may not be reapplied for or issued for a period of at least one (1) year.
2.

Enhanced penalty for non-permitted rentals. A vacation rental that is determined to be operating without the
necessary permit required under this section shall be subject to a penalty of ten (10) times the normal application
fee.

3.

Three Strikes Penalty. Upon receipt of any combination of three (3) administrative citations, verified violations, or
hearing officer determinations of violation of any of the permit requirements or performance standards issued to
the owner or occupants at the property within a two-year period, the vacation rental zoning permit is summarily
revoked, subject to prior notice and to appeal, if requested within ten (10) days. Should such a revocation occur, an
application to reestablish a vacation rental at the subject property shall not be accepted for a minimum period of
two (2) years.

4.

Violation of Performance Standards—Administrative Citations.
In addition to all other legal remedies, criminal or civil, which may be pursued by the county to address any
violation of the county code, this subsection provides for administrative citations.
a.

Use of administrative citations shall be at the sole discretion of the county.

b.

This subsection is adopted pursuant to the authority conferred by the Government Code, including Section
53069.4.

c.

Violations of the following permit requirements and performance standards may be deemed infractions
for the purposes of this subsection, and are subject to administrative citation:
1.

Conduct of a cultural event, special event, party, wedding or other similar activity exceeding the
allowable maximum occupancy;

2.

Exceeding the maximum permitted occupancy, not including children under three (3) years of age;

3.

Noise violations, as set forth in (f), above, including the use of outdoor amplified sound;

4.

Violations of quiet hours (10:00 p.m. to 7:00 a.m.);

5.

Exceeding maximum number of vehicles;

6.

Exceeding fire limits, including lighting fires during bans;

7.

Unsecured pets and/or nuisance barking;

8.

Operation of a vacation rental without a certified property manager;

9.

Failure of the property owner to include the specified limits in rental agreements and online listings or
advertisements;

10. Failure to include the individual property's transient occupancy tax certificate number in all contracts,
advertising and online listings;
11. Failure of the property owner to maintain current transient occupancy tax status.
(h)

Monitoring and Enforcement Fee.
1.

An annual fee may be adopted by the board of supervisors and collected by PRMD or the county tax collector to
pay for monitoring and enforcement of vacation rentals.

(Ord. No. 6145, § IX(Exh. E), 3-15-2016)
Editor's note— Ord. No. 6145, § IX(Exh. E), adopted March 15, 2016, amended § 26-88-120 in its entirety to read as herein
set out. Former § 26-88-120 pertained to similar subject matter and derived from Ord. No. 5908, § II, adopted Nov. 9, 2010.
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January 5, 2018
RE: Response to Dan Raner letter, dated September 20th, 2017
Dear Butte County Supervisors:
It is deeply troubling to us, where in his letter dated September 20th, 2017 to the Board of Supervisors, Mr.
Raner not only implies elected officials are being bought and paid for (“…perhaps some of these profits end up as
campaign contributions.”) but knowingly chooses to spin a false negative narrative about us and, more importantly,
the short-term rental (STR) business. It should be noted, in a November 6th letter to Mr. Raner, we gave him
the option to correct the narrative, but he declined.
1. “None of us had been notified.” False!
a) Neighbors to the north and south of us have a direct line-of-sight to our front door and
parking lot, making it impossible for us to run a STR without them knowing. Early on,
we had several conversations with these two neighbors about us running the STR.
Furthermore, we’ve had a long-standing gentlemen’s agreement to keep a watchful eye
on each other’s homes for the past ten-years.
b) North neighbor hired our managers to caretake their dog, 2nd month of STR.
c) Hired South neighbor’s friend as manager. To date, South neighbor okay with our STR.
d) Within a month after triggering our rental, we notified local real estate broker (Jim
Crane) we were operating a STR and would send clients his way. (Exhibit 1)
e) We didn’t feel it was necessary to notify neighbors who live more than a ¼ mile down
the road from us.
2. “our private road is being damaged weekly” (presumably by our STR guests) False!
a) Mr. Raner, in the Minutes of Meeting, October 22, 2017, quotes his road expert: “the road
is in reasonably good condition.”
b) To our knowledge (and by his own admission – “I’ve sprayed poison oak” “I pull weeds.”) Mr.
Raner, in the 14 years he’s owned his 2 parcels, has yet to significantly contribute to the
maintenance of AJ Stohr (2 equal shares) or Stag Lane, (1 equal share) despite
contractual obligations. This is in stark contrast to the efforts made by his fellow
stakeholders, who have participated alone and in work parties, performing preventive
maintenance and paying for rock. An attempt by Mr. Raner to terminate the road
contract and write new language designed to give his vacant land a free pass and reduce
his contractual obligations by 2/3rds was thwarted. (Exhibit 2)
c) Suggestion(s) to switch from totes to a single dumpster to keep the massive WM garbage
trucks – which are damaging our roads – for isn’t this the very reason the BOS curtailed
their mileage on county roads? – off our private roads was greeted with, “Not everyone has
a truck to haul their garbage,” by Mr. Raner, yet this is exactly what other residents in Forest
Ranch do to address the bear problem and reduce wear and tear on their private roads.
(Exhibit 3)
3. (STR) “unleashed dogs are roaming on porches and charging neighbors” False!
a) Our STR House Rules and reviews confirm our guests’ dogs are NOT allowed to roam
off-leash. Failure to do so results in the loss of our guest’s security deposit. (less than
1% of our guests bring dogs) “plenty of room for the two dogs to run around on the patio (deck) and in
the dog pen”, “the back deck was a great place to hang out with my dogs.” Note: our 1000 sq ft deck is 5
feet off the ground and completely fenced in.
b) Neighborhood dogs (including ours) have historically been allowed to roam off-leash.
c) Not a single photo of our guests’ dogs has been captured by our wildlife-monitoring
camera; however, dozens of pictures/videos have captured neighborhood dogs roaming.
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4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

We’ve lost count as to how many times over the years we’ve had neighbors’ dogs
“charge” us. (Exhibit 4)
“noisy parties.” False!
a) We’ve drawn guests from as far away as Europe and Asia and from all around the
United States. Hard to imagine they’d spend time and money to come here just to party.
b) Our reviews detail the various reasons people are drawn, not only to Butte County, but
to our unique setting and structure. (Log home) Many are family gatherings, some of
which include grandparents and babies. “serene”, “peaceful”, “star-gazing”, “relaxing”,
“breathtaking”, “great for kids”, “amazing”, “exquisite”, are just some of the adjectives describing
our guests’ stay with us. (See reviews below)
c) Two neighbors adjacent to our property have complained of “loud music” prior to our
starting the STR (originating from other neighbors) but we never received a single
complaint regarding “noisy parties” at our house.
d) Neighbor below us is within earshot, and, as late as Oct. 2017, he said he doesn’t have a
problem with us running a STR, because it has had no impact him.
“Trash cans are left out for animals to scatter.” False! Not by us.
a) An audacious charge, given Mr. Raner has not only walked pass our bear cage many
times, but even brought “strangers” to view our bear photos. (Exhibit 4)
b) We have, however, cleaned up our neighbors’ spilled trash from time to time, as we are
the only stakeholders in our neighborhood who own a bear cage.
“trash bags are placed on neighbors’ Waste Mgt. barrels” Ludicrous!
a) It’s absurd to believe our guests would hang around waiting for our neighbors to roll
out their garbage bins sometime Thursday morning in lieu of dropping their garbage
into our 24/7 available bins.
“strangers drive into neighboring parcels.”
a) We, too, over the years have had strangers motor up our driveway. Not uncommon in
this neck-of-the woods, nor are we familiar with any of our neighbor’s extended
families, friends, acquaintances, service techs, etc…so they’re all strangers to us, just as
we recognize our guests may be to them. The difference is our guests have been vetted
and are insured through the STR companies for a million dollars.
b) We were, from the very beginning, sensitive to NOT disturbing the neighbors by having
cars motor up their driveways. To this end, we supplied detail mapping to our place,
erected signage pointing the way, and contacted Google maps to correct an error in their
mapping.
“up to (STR) 19 cars have been parked.” False!
a) Regarding our STR, we’ve never had anything close to that many cars parked in our offstreet, out-of-sight private parking lot.
“we have deep concerns about fire safety and evacuation plans” Unjustified.
a) STRs require hosts to post a Safety Card with emergency contact numbers.
b) Our house, built in 2009, meets and exceeds all codes related to life and safety, which
includes an indoor fire suppression system and superior electrical system.
c) Detectors and fire extinguishers are prevalent throughout the house.
d) We consistently achieve high marks from Cal-fire for keeping our entire 5-acre parcel
clear of undergrowth and debris, which is in stark contrast to Raner’s heavily debris and
brush-laden 13 acres, which has never been – in the 14 years he’s owned it – cleared.
e) We annually clear the overhang and groom the roads, maintaining it as a viable escape
route, should a fire occur/other. (Exhibit 4a)
“emphasizes “events, parties, weddings, graduations.” False!
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a) We’ve turned away a half-dozen offers to hold (large) weddings at our site, accepting
only 2 offers for weddings – one had a party of 6, the other was a small, intimate
wedding with less than a dozen attendees. (They were from England)
b) We have accepted – from parents – offers to hold graduation celebrations at our place,
while facilitating and supervising the event ourselves.
11. “Un-supervised” False!
a) During our two long-term absences (May/June, 2016 and June/July, 2017) we hired
managers to oversee our STR. North neighbor hired our first managers in June of 2016
to caretake their dog/South neighbor’s friend was hired during our absence in 2017.
b) In addition, we placed a facilities master mechanic on call, should there be problems.
c) During our absences, we had text conversations with our North neighbors – unrelated
to the STR – without ever receiving a complaint from them.
12. “the rental owner is on a shared-well with three owners.” True, but apparently a non-issue with the
well stakeholders for the following reasons.
a) Long before we started our STR, we deployed water saving measures, including
capturing rain water for fire suppression, irrigation, and dust control in our 10,000 gallon
tanks multiple times per year.
b) None of the other 3 stakeholders have taken advantage of our standing offer to pay a
larger share due to 2 of the stakeholders being largely absentee owners. (Exhibit 5&6)
c) In 2016, while we were operating our STR, we paid an equal share despite a dramatic
increase in cost due to a 2-month leak in two of the stakeholders’ water line, without
complaint. (Exhibit 6)
d) We’ve performed 90% of the maintenance on the stakeholders’ well in the past ten
years, mostly without compensation for labor and parts. (Exhibit 7)
e) Going forward, we installed a water meter and recommend payment by usage, not equal
shares, primarily because 2 stakeholders are largely absentee owners.
13. “…we were being burdened with a variety of problems from the renters”
a) Raner’s words, “We discovered this summer, by chance, that one of our neighbors was renting out
his home…” strongly suggests our renters had little to no impact on the neighborhood.
Why else would it take him 15 months to discover, by chance, we were operating an STR?
As documented above, the problems Raner says he (and he claims others) “were being burdened with”, were
fabricated, or is simply the lifestyle of living in the foothills where inhabitants tend to favor freedom over
restriction. Due to the novelty and, yes, bad apples in the business, we understood the concern(s) involved
with STRs even before we started, so we took every precaution to limit the impact on our neighbors. And
for 15 months we operated without complaint.
Had Mr. Raner chose to have a friendly neighborly chat with us instead of pursuing a near 3-month covert
course of action, misunderstandings, shaped by misinformation, would have been avoided, and erroneous
statements like these (“short-term rental was not legal in our Foothill-Residential zone” “the rental owner did not file for any permit,”
“motels popping up in neighborhoods”, “rake in enormous profits”, “un-supervised and un-regulated”) would never have been
conceived.
We feel it’s more constructive to ask, “What could and did go right during the 20 months we operated a STR
than to speculate as to “What could go wrong?”
A shared economy reduces the human impact on our finite resources. Build more motels? Deploy yet more
fleets of taxis? Why? When the resources are already available. When the alternative is not sustainable, and
when it does not reflect well on us as stewards of our finite resources.
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STRs do not “rake in enormous profits” as Mr. Raner would have us believe. These are, largely, part-time mom and
pop operations, simply folks who need or want to supplement their income. Which they pay income taxes
on. As with any business there is overhead. In our case, the moneys garnered from our STR paid for
maintenance, (including the road and well), utilities, custodial, and local, state, and federal taxes. Our net
profits (most of it) stayed here, where we shop locally, instead of lining some far-flung corporation’s pockets,
as is the case with the net profits from chain motels. Even though a STR ordinance and permit process does
not yet exist in Butte County, (Whigham court case) we paid the sales tax (6%), because we feel it’s good
business practice to support, not only our local community through their numerous charities, (Charter School,
Fire Station 24, the Lions Club, FRCA, and Caring Veteran’s), but the county we live in, too.
Mr. Raner’s statement, “that a number of out-of-county buyers are purchasing homes and property in residential zones for the express
purpose of setting up short-term-rentals,” does not pass fact checking, especially in our neighborhood. One could
make more money renting long-term with less overhead and effort, than operating a STR. Within view from
our property lines, are 3 substantial (2000+ sq ft) houses, which sit vacant 80 – 90 percent of the time. The
owners could rent them out, short or long term. They could register them as relief shelters with Airbnb’s
Open Home program during crises. They choose not to. It’s there prerogative. Their right. Even though,
in our view, it’s a wasted resource. Especially during critical need.
We choose to share our resource, and to make it available during crises to those displaced who need time to
rebuild their lives and to support relief workers. Airbnb’s Open Home program has helped thousands in
need, free of charge, including during the Oroville Damn evacuation. (Exhibit 8)
Our 3000 square-foot log home sits in the middle of a heavily-forested 5-acre parcel. It borders a 14-acre
parcel (west – house located on far end), a 10-acre parcel (south – vacant 100% of the time), a 6.53 acre
vacant parcel adjoined by another 6.53 acre (east – house located on far end) and a 5-acre parcel (north –
vacant 50%+ of the time), which is bordered by another 5 acre parcel (vacant 100% of the time) Our
property includes a long driveway with a large, private gravel parking lot, a 2500 square foot fenced in dog
pen, a 1000 square-foot fenced in deck, and a mud room, which doubles as a dog room. (we don’t allow dogs
in the house) Our House Rules are strictly enforced, which, if not adhered to, subjects the guest(s) to loss of
their security deposit and/or removal from the STRs’ communities. Our guests are vetted (3 forms of ID)
and are backed by a one-million-dollar insurance policy. (Airbnb and Homeaway) If our property cannot
qualify as a STR, we can’t fathom how the 300 or more current STRs in Butte County would qualify, given
the characteristic of our space and facilities.
Does the BOS want to attract overnight guests? Tourists, from around the world, who visit the jewels of
Butte County? Do you want net profits to be spent locally? Or line the pockets of far-flung corporations?
Are you in favor of driving the local economy without accelerated expansion into greenbelts? Do you want
to swell TOT? Do you favor utilization of existing properties rather than chipping away at our finite
resources? Do you want emergency shelters – on a minute’s notice – available and ready to cater to those
who have not only been displaced, but to those who are also deployed to assist? Do you want to bring the
World’s communities together? (Airbnb views itself as a community, governed by peer pressure.)
If you answered yes to any of these questions, then please consider embracing, rather than hindering, STRs.
Please don’t let ill-informed, non-participants sway your judgement. Give STR owners direction with a
clearly-defined ordinance and a minimalistic permit process, which will grease the wheels of what is inevitable:
The transformation of the lodging industry.
So why do Butte County visitors choose STRs over downtown motels? More space, more privacy, no
compromises? We think it’s best to let our guests tell you. Common theme? Family.
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“Enjoying time with family and friends. Absorbing the pure beauty surrounding us. Thank-you for allowing us to have a
special Christmas in your beautiful house. It was wonderful to relax and forget about the real world.” Dena Palmer, Oakly,
CA, and local Chico relatives.
“Thanksgiving family gathering – our second in this lovely spot! Played outside with our 2+ year old grandson, cooked as a
family for our Thanksgiving feast, enjoyed the warm atmosphere and beautiful views. On top of our list of things to be thankful
for was the joy in our 97 yr. old father’s eyes as he presided over our Thanksgiving-day. He was so pleased to be here again this
year and to enjoy a day with his family in this beautiful spot. Thank you! God willing, we will be back again next year.” Jane
and Rob Malcolm. Austin, TX, Chicago, and local Chico relatives.
“Our purpose for our stay was to attend a family members graduation from the fish and game academy and celebrate with friends
and family. This is the first time we have ever rented a vacation home. We were wanting something to accommodate a good sized
group and a dog. We were beyond pleased with the set up of this home. The mud room for the dog was awesome!!!! It was
completely furnished with dog crate, dog bed, food & water bowl, toys....what more could you ask for. The home itself is
amazing!!! Very spacious, unique in it's architecture and you feel like you're in your own home. Plenty of parking, loved the two
person hammock for an afternoon nap and the Cornhole game. The 7 & 9 year olds enjoyed the kiddie pool on the side deck. It
has been a truly relaxing time with friends and family. We’ve all decided we need to do a get together like this once a year. The
views and quietness of your home’s location is perfect. Nothing better than enjoying God’s country. God bless. Hope to visit
again sometime in the future.” The Eye Family, Bankson and Marsh. Chowchilla, Caruthers, & Tulare, CA.
“Thank you so much for opening your home to us. Needless to say it is gorgeous here – and it was the perfect retreat for us as we
welcomed our new baby girl into our family. Thank you again!” The Davidson/Chang Family, Bangkok, Thailand.
“Graduation retreat/family weekend. Barbequed! Relaxed. Walked Butte Meadows & jumped in the creek to cool off.
Host’s John & Nancy are awesome!! Great space. The deck (especially in the early morning) copper tub & stone shower. Just
a wonderful space & the hosts are really lovely & an inspiration!! Very fortunate that they have shared their special home.
Thanks!!” Worthington family, Albany CA.
“Enjoyed each other’s company. Celebrated our brother’s birthday, went to Lavender Ranch, ate at Sierra Nevada Brewery,
went antiquing, hiking @ Butte Meadows. The pictures did not do his home justice!!! From the moment we drove up the
driveway this magnificent home emerged from the forest and welcomed us in. This house is tastefully appointed, and the views are
breathtaking. The beds are comfortable, the directory extensive and very helpful. The couches are extremely comfortable – this
whole house is just set up to be relaxing and comfortable! You guys have thought of everything! We thoroughly enjoyed our stay
– I am sure we will be back! Thank you for sharing your magnificent home. God Bless.” Gina & Charlie Farinha,
Florida.
“Sibling reunion. Fellowship w/each other. A bit of sight-seeing in the gorgeous country side around here. Just spending time
with family. (we live too far apart) Your home/property is gorgeous. Thank you for this opportunity. I would definitely rent
again. Gorgeous! God Bless!” Lisa Erdmann, Southeast Michigan.
“Wildflower Century. We loved your comfortable house!! Special place for sure. The hummingbirds on the deck are constant
entertainment. So comfortable here. Perfect for pets! Everything here is first class! The views after a long bike ride are the best.
Special day for sure!! Thank you!!” Cliff & Laura Ward/Mark & Stacy Tedson, Tahoe, CA
“Family reunion for my mom to celebrate her 70th birthday. Caught up with distant relatives. Also had carrot cake to celebrate
Mom’s birthday. We also celebrated Easter Sunday. Favorite moment: The kids building a fort in the loft wing with the build
a fort set.” Paula. Washington State.
“Beth’s surprise 50th B-day weekend. RELAXED, ate, drank good wine & champagne. Played party games and celebrated
our friendships. The whole weekend was magical, fun and so relaxing! We all loved being in this beautiful, cozy home!!!
Thank you!” Beth & John Howard, Chico, CA
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“Christmas weekend with family and friends residing in Chico & Sac. Breakfast at (?) Cottage, tour CSUC. Xmas dinner
here, relaxing day. Incredible place. World class view. Amazing construction and amenities. Thank you for letting us visit
your lovely home. What a delight!” The Akerbloms, Stockholm, Sweden.
“First family vacation in 15 years and first family trip with the new twins! We enjoyed the comfortable cabin with spectacular
views, relaxed, and even made it out to Lassen National Park where we had a chance to hike a bit and play in the snow. (in
July, no less!) Thank you to John and Nancy for opening your lovely home to our family! It was the perfect place for our family
vacation – everyone loved it and had a chance to relax. It was perfect and comfortable for the babies and dogs too! The house
had everything we needed (& more) & truly exceeded our expectations😊” The Kwoks, San Francisco/Fresno/Los
Angeles
“Grandparents visiting from Florida, so we came to visit grandson who is at Chico (CSU). 3 generations. We stayed in the
cabin and spent time together, relaxing, reading, playing cards & board games, and drinking wine by the fire. The cabin is
spectacular, and John & Nancy have thought of everything to ensure guests are comfortable and have anything they could possibly
need. Thank you!!!” The Nunez Family, Foster City, Ca and Florida.
“Dear John & Nancy: Wow! My wife, Terri and I had the pleasure to spend almost 4 days with our son, Brett, daughter-inlaw, Emily, and our two grandsons. What a wonderful and delightful residence you have here – right out of the movies. We saw
4 deer in back yard, 12 turkeys, and enjoyed the hummingbirds. Your surroundings are fantastic. As my son said, “Lake
Tahoe without the lake.” Your interior finishing is beyond description. Thank you for a once in a lifetime experience.”
Howard & Terri Hill, Boise, Idaho.
“This is an amazing property with very nice view on top of the hill. The house is way clean and John gave a lot of help before
and during the stay. A lot of toys for the kids and they love them and they enjoy so much with the deer and turkeys running
around. Star viewing is also a good option in this property since it’s a bit away from the city light.” Hong, Milbrae, CA
“Our family had an incredible weekend at John and Nancy’s home in Forest Ranch! Words cannot describe the beauty and
comfort of this home. Plenty of space, breath taking views and a bath tub fit for a queen! Our son attends Chico State, our
house is about an 8 hour drive. It’s easy to see why John and Nancy are super hosts. Our family would like nothing more than
to return and spend another weekend in this serenity.” Rebecca, Fontana, CA
“The location of this cabin is spectacular...we enjoyed sitting on the back deck every night watching the sun go down. We love to
cook and the kitchen was superb for this purpose. It was a wonderful and relaxing time and we wish we could've stayed longer.”
Candice, Atlanta, Georgia.
“We had such a great weekend here. The house is amazying, it has everything you need, its clean and the view is so relaxing and
beautiful. Our boys had fun on the trampoline and loved the outdoors. The highchair helped a lot with the 1 year old. We took a
daytrip to Lassen park, and it was so nice to have the house to get back to after a hike and the drive. Can definitly recommend
this stay!” Sandra, Stockholm, Sweden
“My now-husband and I hosted a very intimate wedding at the cabin. We wanted something secluded and beautiful, just for our
close family and friends. The event turned out lovely and I could go on and on about this cabin! All the little details and
craftsmanship, even the lovely pictures don't do it justice. Plus, John and Nancy are interesting, nice, and communicative. Five
stars for the cabin and the hosts!” Meagan, England.
“The Lavender Log Home was beautiful! We had an intimate family occasion at the home and it couldn't have been more
special. The scenery was breathtaking and the everything about the home was modern and well cared for and we all felt pampered
and rejuvenated at the end of our stay. Everyone wants to go back! Thank you John and Nancy.” Jennie, Provo, Utah.
“Fantastic log house, perfect for family gatherings. Just 20 minutes from Chico in the pine forest with fantastic view that makes
you want to sing halalujah. Our hosts were generous to stock the kitchen with anything we could have possibly needed. We enjoyed
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the log burning fireplace. Our puppy had his own spacious mudroom so no worries about his security and comfort while we were at
an event in town.” Linda, San Juan Capistrano, CA
“It was such a wonderful experience staying at John & Nancy's. Everything was well prepared and John & Nancy were very
considerate. Me and my associates spent two nights there and explored Lassen Volcanic National Park.” Zhe, San Jose, CA
“Thanks John and Nancy! You have a great home. We arrived friday afternoon, settled in and spent the rest of the afternoon
enjoying the sunshine and playing some cornhole on the huge back deck. There are a few hummingbird feeders and the
hummingbirds were very entertaining. A few deer fed their way through the back yard around dusk. We BBQed dinner and
relaxed. There were plenty of beds and rooms to go around. The loft was a great place to hang out and watch a bit of TV. We
headed into chico (a $20 uber ride) the next afternoon to hit the brewery and a few local hangouts. All in all it was a great trip
thanks largely in part to John and Nancy! The cabin is beautiful, everything is well organized, the house was kid friendly, the
kitchen is very functional and the shower is amazing but our favorite part was the back deck!” Vincent V., Ripon, CA
“Breathe taking! This home is everything described and more. We had an amazing time relaxing and enjoying the view. The
home is comfortable and equipped with all necessary amenities. My family and friends loved waking up to the rising sun over the
mountains. We left feeling rejuvenated and great-full for the time we spent together in the serene setting. Thank you for sharing
the wonderful home you have created.” Jessica B., Anderson, CA
“Wow! We had such an incredible stay! We pulled up to the home right at sunset and OH MY GOSH, the view does NOT
disappoint. Perfect sunset views from in the house, deck, back yard or choice of hammocks. We were greeted by a sweet hand
written note and home made spice bread (carbs always win over my heart). The home is absolutely gorgeous and even more
spectacular in person. We spent a week and weren't even ready to leave when it was time to do so. The home is close enough to
Chico (20 min) that you don't feel out in the middle of nowhere but far enough and in such an incredible location you feel removed
from the world and relaxed. I mean, a shower with a view of the woods...unreal! It was incredibly peaceful and a true vacation.
Their home has anything you could possibly need for your stay. My children quickly found all the toys as well! John and Nancy
had a well detailed binder at their home that answered all of the questions one would have but also resounded quickly when
contacted. They were the absolute perfect hosts! One day we did the drive up to Chester and it was absolutely gorgeous and the fall
colors were showing off (a must see). I also recommend getting pizza at the only restaurant in town-- it was so yummy! We
absolutely recommend this gorgeous log home. You will be blown away! We loved how peaceful it was there and enjoying seeing
different wildlife each day: wild turkeys, jackrabbits, squirrels, a family of deer (all seen while laying in the cozy bed!!!) It was an
absolute dream! All of our friends who saw photos and videos of our stay were enamored! We can't wait to go back! Thank you
John and Nancy for sharing your gorgeous home with us!” Emily H., Southern California.
“Dear both, Just a thank you for the very nice words you wrote about us as guests! We miss Forest Canyon and your amazing
hideaway already. All the best to you both! Megan & Reto” Mannedorf, Switzerland.

Thank you for your time and consideration.
John J Blenkush

Nancy H Jessup

Cc: Tim Snellings, Director, Development Services (tsnellings@buttecounty.net)
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EXHIBIT 1
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Exhibit 2
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EXHIBIT 3
The three major causes of damage to our gravel roads:
1. Massive Waste Management trucks, which are responsible for pulverizing transitions, washboarding on hills, trenching, and flattening the crown. Our roads weren’t built to withstand this
weight. (no base)
2. Watershed (record rainfall last year!)
3. Neglect (ie: lack of preventive maintenance.)

WM truck on Stag Lane

Transition at Forest Ranch RD

WM rut

Road is in “reasonably good condition.” We believe the “good condition” has a lot to do with our (and
other stakeholder’s) PM over the past ten years.

Removal of overhanging brush

Raking gravel

Unplugging culverts

Alternatives used by other FR residents to keep WM off their private drives and roads.
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WILDLIFE CAMERA IMAGES – Exhibit 4

Neighbor’s dog- our frt lawn

Neighbor’s dog – Kato - roaming Neighbor’s dog with ours- roaming.

Our cage (the only one in our neighborhood) has held up against numerous attacks by bears.

Mr. Raner has walked by our cage many times and even brought “strangers” at one point to look at our
bear picture posted on the gate.
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Exhibit 4a
10/18/2017
Dear Neighbor:
Since our motive for working the road independently has been called into question (“With potentially hundreds of your
customers using our roads annually, it appears you understand that you should be contributing a larger share for road and
drainage maintenance and repair” – Dan Raner letter- Oct 11, 2017) we feel we owe you an explanation as to why I/we take on
this task each year.
I was born and raised on a dairy farm in the Midwest. My father wasted no time in putting me to work, operating and
maintaining equipment at an early age. I went on from there to maintain and repair aircraft (military), refinery equipment
(Chevron) and facilities (Chico State). All in all, I have more than 50 years of experience in the construction and maintenance
fields. If I see something that is broken or is malfunctioning, I have the need to fix it. It’s just the way I’m built. James and
Richard can attest to this, as I’ve done most of the maintenance on our pump house over the years. (replaced clogged piping,
pressure switch, controller, eradicated and sealed off mud bees, sterilized tank, annually trim back brush and rake a fire break
around building, among others)
The driving force behind my need to keep the road in shape stems from an incident that happened in September of 2001, the
same week 911 took place. I was working at Chico State and when I spotted smoke in the foothills, I hurried to the roof of
Whitney Hall (9 story building) to get a better view. The huge plume of smoke was coming from the Yankee Hill area, where I,
my wife, and 2 sons lived. I raced up highway 70 only to be blocked at the Hardware store where Cal Fire had set up their
command post.
Two weeks earlier, my son was involved in a vehicle accident that broke his humerus. He was home recuperating and now was
trapped behind the fire line. I told the incident commander of the situation and he replied that no one, not even the fire crews,
were being allowed on Big Bend road, as the fire had engulfed both sides. I happened across a captain who knew me from
when I was a volunteer fire fighter. He knew I was experienced in fighting wildland fires, so he went and had a word with the
incident commander, who allowed the captain to lead me in. Once we hit the wall of flames on Big Bend Road, the captain
turned his car around and told me, “You’re on your own. Good luck.”
Driving into the firestorm not knowing whether my son was still alive or if I would be able to get both him and I out alive is a
feeling of helplessness I will never forget. Nor have I forgotten how overgrown and in ill repair our roads were. I and our
neighbors had gotten apathetic about road maintenance.
One of the things I learned over the years I spent serving as a volunteer fire fighter is that no fire captain will allow his engine
crew to drive down a rutted, overgrown road, simply because it’s a death trap. That’s exactly why some of the victims in the
Napa/Sonoma fires could not get out. Nancy and I’ve ridden bikes up on Vedder mountain and Skyline Park in Napa. The roads
are narrow, winding, and (were) wall-to-wall brush.
I did rescue my son, but I’ll never forget how I almost lost him in a firestorm due to not maintaining a viable escape route.
Over 8000 acres, 47 homes, and 155 vehicles were destroyed in the Poe Fire. (which was started by a downed PG&E power line)
Miraculously, no lives were lost. You can still watch the videos of the inferno on utube, one in which the incident commander
stated, “This was not so much a fire as it was a firestorm.” For a time, we thought our house – a log home we had constructed
ourselves – was gone. But we were one of the lucky ones. Where a neighbor’s house lay in ash, ours still stood.
So, if you see me (and/or Nancy) out working the road, we’re not doing it out of any sense of obligation, but simply because we
feel the need. We don’t expect anything in return.
John and Nancy
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Exhibit 5 – water issue.
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Exhibit 6

I've finally gotten around to calculating the electric bill for the well pump. This covers the period from June, 2014 through September,
2016. There was a problem for the months of May and June of this year when it was discovered that the feed line to the Sheffields and us had
cracked and so there was a significant leak and thus a significant increase in the electric bill. Since this was and "Act of God" I have gone ahead
and divided these months equally among the four families. If this does no seem fair to you, please let me know. Everyone's share of the bill is
therefore $311.
Eric

10/10/2016

September 20, 2017. Another request was sent much earlier, perhaps in 2016, but I have no
documentation.
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Exhibit 7

1/17/2017
Hi Eric:
Just wanted to keep you in the loop on the well. This past week the tank went dry
because the submersible pump did not start. I tracked the problem back to the
controller. The overloads are not resetting - either fried during our last storm (electrical
surges were abundant) or just plain wore out. As of now I've run a jumper across the
overloads and we're (James and I) filling the tank using the submersible's circuit breaker
as an on/off switch.
I've ordered a new control box (recommended to change it rather than piecemeal
components). It should arrive Monday and midweek I'll have it changed out.
John
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Exhibit 8
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